The city of Frankfurt in Germany needed a powerful technology solution to streamline the modernization of IT infrastructure in schools across the city district. The Frankfurt am Main City School Department worked with REDNET, a specialized systems integrator, to roll out new PCs in 170 schools, from classroom PCs to flexible notebook sets to PC labs. With the Intel vPro® platform, devices can be managed remotely by enabling Intel® Active Management Technology. The remote management capabilities have significantly reduced downtime of devices and the School Department is on hand to maintain the required software updates. With more modern IT facilities, boot times and responsiveness have improved, allowing teachers more time and resources to educate students.

“Intel® Core™ i5 processors with Intel vPro® technology are now part of our standard specification, ensuring reliable Performance over our five-year rolling cycle.”

Hr. Geißler, PC, and security department team lead, Frankfurt City School Department